Introduction
From among all the collineations of projective spaces one distinguishes the subclass of projective collineations. In fact, in most of the geometrical investigations they play crucial role; these are transformations well analyticaly defined -determined by linear transformations of underlying space. Geometrically, they are defined by the following property: (*) every restriction of the collineation to a line is a projectivity (i.e. a product of projections).
In more dimensional spaces one can consider restriction of a collineation to arbitrary subspaces and projections between arbitrary subspaces. The aim of the paper is to show that one can substitute in (*) "a line" by "a subspace" of arbitrary fixed dimension to obtain an equivalent characterization of projective collineations.
Basic definitions and preliminary results
Let V = (V; +, Θ, ·) be a vector space over a field Τ with char{T) φ 2. We take the following denotations:
U < W (U is a subspace of W), <9 = {0} is the zero-subspace of V. For arbitrary vector spaces Vi,V2 over the field Τ we denote by QX(Vi,V2) the set of all semi-linear transformations from VI into V2; and by L(V 1, V2) is the set of all linear transformations from Vi into V2.
S(V) :-{ U : U <V }, Sk(V)
If / e Q¿(Vi,V2), then we define /* : SÇVi) » SÇV2) by f*(U) := f{U). Of course, if / is a bijection then /* is a bijection too. Then we set
and _TTO is a category with the objects from Sm(V). Now let G be an arbitrary group of transformations of a nonempty set X, y be a family of the subsets of X invariant under action of G. Let Γ be a concrete category with objects from y. Then we define Gp '•= {/ G G : Vyeyf\Y G /"}• It is easy to see that Gr is a group of transformations of X.
In most of geometrical applications the following general form of Bachmann's theorem playes a crucial role. 
We say that ψ G QLÇVi,V2) is semilinear over an automorphism μ, if <p(ua) = φ{η)μ(α) for u G Vi,a G f. Note that, if </?, · are over μ; resp. for i = 1,2, then ψ2ψι is over /X2M1· Note also that, if ψ G ¿(Vi, V2) and ψ = φα(α φ 0) i.e. <p(u) = φ(η)α for all « G Vi, then ψ G QZ(Vi,V2) is over an inner automorphism μ defined by μ(ο) = α -1 ca. Conversely, if φ G Q¿(Vi, V2) is over inner automorphism of J", then ψ = φα for some a and φ G £(Vi, V2). Clearly if α φ 0 then ψ* = (φα)*. 
Analogously we prove that φ(υ,α) = φ(η)α and thus φ is a monomorphism. Now we see that Tz 1 = φ*. Indeed, let
From the above lemma we obtain: 
Projectivities
As usual, projectivities are compositions of a finite number of projections. To be closer to geometrical structures with points being elements of 5a(V) for fixed a, we restrict all our maps (projections and projectivities) to 50(X) for suitable X G S(V).
Let a,b,c < oo and a < b. We define Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that 
Proof REMARK. If X G SÇV) then 5I(X) is a subspace of Pi(V), furthemore every subspace is of such form. Therefore we can treat every transformation from A (a, c, 6) as a transformation between subspaces of the projective space Pi(V). Sometimes, in the sequel, we shall identify X with 5"i(X), e.g. we shall write f\x instead of f\Sx(X) for / € AutPi(V). Note, that if φ e QGLÇV), then ν*5ι(χ) = (V|x)*· Analogously, we shall frequently write
clearly <¿>*(5i(X)) = 5i(</?(X)). So, we have now 
Proof. Let / G AntPi(V),i(1)li6),X' € 56'(V). We denote Y' = f(X').
Consider X e Sb(V) with X' Ç X,'then Y' C Γ G S6(V) with Y = /(Χ). Proof. Let dimX' = dimX" = b and dim(X' η X") = m > b -c. We widen a basis {ei,.. .,em} of Χ' Π X" to basises of X' and X". Let e' ¿ = e" = e, for « < τη. Then {e¿}¿=1 is a basis of X' and {e"}¿=1 is a basis of X". We take gi = + for j = 1,..., 6-to. The system is linear independent. We can complete it by the vectors lying beyond Χχ + X2 to the system of the power c. 
The group of the projective collineations
Now we pass to systematical study of the projective collineations, i.e. the group Aut(P 1 (V)) yl ( ljCiÎ ,). Let us recall here (cf.[lj) that
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 1.3, projective collineations are "linear". Proof. Let / G Aut(Pi(V)) A(l!Cj6) , then / = h* for some h G QGLÇV). Let X G Sb(V)· From the assumption and Theorem 3.5 f\x G Α (1,1,ό 
and / G PGÇV). m
In the sequel we shall prove that, conversely, linear maps are projective. We begin with a direct consequence of the general Bachmann theorem. 
The set of all homologies with the center Ζ and the axis X will be denoted by H(X,Z).
Note that with Χ, Ζ as above, if / G Aut Pi(V) satisfies (i) then (ii) is equivalent to f(Z) -Z.
In Theorem 4.3, Corollary 4.4 and 4.5 we assume V = Χ ® Ζ with dim Ζ = 1. Note that we cannot claim that now is necessarily an identity. If there would be so then for every ß there is 7 with βχδ + e2bß = /(βχ + e2ß) = (βχ + e 2 ß)l an( i then 7 = ò, bß = ßb, so 6 £ Ζ (Τ). This contradicts the statement 8.6 p.68 of [2] . Consequently, the proof of 8.8 p.69 of [2] is not correct-comp. Theorem 4.8 of our paper. Proof. The inclusion "Ç" follows from Theorem 4.1. (1)C)(,) . By Theorems 4.3 and 3.6, g G Aut Pi(V)yi(liCií,). Thus / = gh G Aut PiOV^i^t), as required.
• Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 play a crucial, though very technical role in our considerations. Proofs of them are rather dull and tedious; in fact, they can be simplified if we assume dim V to be finite, but note that all the results of our paper do not require any assumption of that kind.
Note that every / G AutPi(V) transforms subspaces of Pi(V) onto subspaces (of the same dimension). Our considerations can be summarized as follows: 
